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ABOUT THE BOOK

IN BRIEF:

For readers new to Stephen King’s epic seven-volume fantasy masterpiece The Dark Tower, THE WIND 
THROUGH THE KEYHOLE is both a stand-alone novel and a wonderful introduction to the series. It is an 
enchanting Russian doll of a novel, a story within a story within a story, which features both the younger and 
older Roland Deschain – Mid-World’s last gunslinger – on his quest to find the Dark Tower. For legions of 
fans, it is a gift of deeper insight and a chance to discover what happened to Roland and his ka-tet between 
the time they leave the Emerald City and arrive on the outskirts of Calla Bryn Sturgis.

 

IN DETAIL:

We join Roland and his ka-tet as a ferocious storm halts their progress along the Path of the Beam. As they 
shelter form the screaming wind and snapping trees, Roland tells them not just one strange tale, but two – 
and in doing so sheds fascinating light on his own troubled past. 

In his early days as a gunslinger, in the guilt-ridden year following his mother’s death, Roland is sent by his 
father to a ranch to investigate a recent slaughter. Here Roland discovers a bloody churn of bootprints, clawed 
animal tracks, and a terrible carnage – evidence that the ‘skin-man’ a shape shifter, is at work. There is only 
one surviving witness: a brave but terrified boy called Bill Streeter.

Roland, himself only a teenager, calms the boy by reciting a story from Magic Tales of the Eld that his mother 
used to read to him at bedtime, ‘The Wind through the Keyhole.’ ‘A person’s never too old for stories,’ he says 
to Bill. ‘Man and boy, girl and woman, we live for them.’

And stories like these, they live for us.

 

QUOTES:

‘Magnificent . . . It is magic’ Daily Express on The Dark Tower

‘A gem of a novel, enchanting and enchanted . . . King is utterly at home in Mid-World, and the cadences and 
rhythms of the vernacular he has created provide a language fitting for the stories and legends he recounts’ 
Guardian

‘Perfectly balanced: another excellent example of King’s sheer skill as a storyteller.’ Daily Express

‘[A] phantasmagorical folk tale . . . King’s ability to entertain and unsettle cannot be denied. The skill with 
which he delivers a shock or sense of gothic terror is simply unmatched’ Independent on Sunday

THE WIND THROUGH THE KEYHOLE



‘Like John Steinbeck, he’s an unfussy writer whose voice is rooted equally in the rhythms of everyday speech 
and the mythic made manifest in everyday life. Indeed, reading King, you often sense the presence of the 
dustbowl America of The Grapes of Wrath . . . a King novel has a sparse elegance that most novelists never 
achieve in a whole career. Put it down to the insistent, economical and wholly distinctive authorial voice.’ SFX 
Magazine

‘A frantic-paced puzzle-box adventure that encompasses gunslinger Roland Deschain’s early years, 
werewolves and powerful storytelling.’ Shortlist

‘Under the Dome is the work of a master storyteller having a whole lot of fun, and he makes it hard not to join 
in’ - Los Angeles Times

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY:

At the age of 19 Stephen King decided he would like to write an epic similar to The Lord of the Rings. The 
‘spaghetti Westerns’ of that time [specifically The Good, the Bad and the Ugly] and a poem written by Robert 
Browning, ‘Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came’, became the inspiration for his magnum opus. The series 
written and published separately over a period of 22 years consists of seven books and the short story, ‘The 
Little Sisters of Eluria’, published in his story collection, Everything’s Eventual.

Stephen King has written over fifty bestsellers. He won the British Fantasy award for best novel with The Dark 
Tower VII as well as the 2003 National Book Foundation’s Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American 
Letters. He lives in Maine, with his wife, novelist Tabitha King.

STARTING POINTS FOR DISCUSSION:

1. In the novel The Wind through the Keyhole, we discover that the book takes its title from a Mid-World folktale 
with the same name. This folktale, in turn, was part of a collection of stories entitled Magic Tales of the Eld. 
What is the literal significance of this title? What is the symbolic significance of this title? Why do you think 
Stephen King chose to name his novel after this folktale? Once you discovered where this title came from, did it 
affect how you read or interpreted the novel’s three intertwined narratives? 

2. The Wind through the Keyhole is composed of three intertwined narratives. What are these three narratives? 
How do they relate to one another? How does Stephen King manage to link them together so that the stories 
transition smoothly, one into another?
 
3. Stephen King wrote a note to his constant readers saying ‘At some point, while worrying over the copyedited 
manuscript of the next book (11.22.63), I started thinking – and dreaming – about Mid-World again. The major 
story of Roland and his ka-tet was told, but I realised there was at least one hole in the narrative progression: 
what happened to Roland, Jake, Eddie, Susannah, and Oy between the time they live the Emerald City and the 
time we pick them back up again, on the outskirts of Calla Bryn Sturgis?’ Discuss how King manages to create 
both a satisfying stand-alone novel and to bring a layer of rich understanding to the existing 7-volume epic.
 All of the Dark Tower novels are told predominately in the third person, through the voice of a narrator. 
However, in The Wind through the Key hole, Roland becomes the narrator. In ‘The Skin-Man’, Roland recounts 
an autobiographical tale in the first person, and then in ‘The Wind through the Keyhole’, he narrates a folktale. 
How does this switch to first person in ‘The Skin-Man’ affect how you perceive Roland? Do you feel you have 
learned more about his personality? His soul? Roland is often presented to us as distant, reserved, and 
emotionally cool. Does this first-person narrative alter this perspective? Does Roland’s narration of a folktale 
affect how we see him? What about the circumstances under which he narrates this folktale? 



4. Roland refers to Jamie DeCurry as his ka-mate. What is the significance of this term? What is its literal 
definition? What does it say about Roland and Jamie’s friendship? What does it tell us about the relationship 
between gun slingers? 

5. Over the course of the Dark Tower novels, Roland Deschain changes tre mendously. In The Gunslinger, he 
was depicted as an emotionally distant, goal-obsessed loner who was willing to sacrifice anyone – including 
Jake Chambers – in order to fulfil his quest. By the time he reaches the Dark Tower in the seventh book of the 
series, he is a man who has reclaimed his compassion and humanity. How would you describe the adult Roland 
we meet in The Wind through the Keyhole? How does he compare to the young Roland we meet in The Wind 
through the Keyhole? In what ways can you see the adult man in the boy? What parts of the boy have been lost 
by the man? 

6. ‘The Skin-Man’ begins after the death of Roland’s mother. How was Gabri elle’s death explained publicly? 
How does this compare to the truth? Why do you think Steven Deschain chose to explain his wife’s death the 
way he did? Do you think it was the right thing to do? How do you think word of Gabrielle’s death in places such 
as Arten affected the position of the gunsling ers? How might it have affected people’s support for John Farson? 

7. In Roland’s mind, what is the relationship between Gabrielle Deschain and the starkblast? Why does Roland 
associate them? 

8. Although Roland’s mother is dead and never appears as a character in our tale, she is a haunting presence 
throughout the narrative. How does Roland’s mother haunt young Roland? How does she affect his behaviour 
at the begin ning of ‘The Skin-Man’? How does she haunt his time in Debaria? What about how she haunts the 
adult Roland? What new light did this novel shed upon Roland’s relationship with his mother? Did anything 
about that rela tionship surprise you? 

9. What does the young Roland have in common with the Young Bill Streeter? What does Young Bill Streeter 
have in common with Tim Ross? 

10. Although the story The Wind through the Keyhole is a fairy tale, the evil figure of the Covenant Man turns 
out to be none other than Marten Broad cloak/Walter O’Dim, who is Roland’s enemy. Although it is tempting to 
take the Covenant Man’s identity at face value (after all, we know that Roland’s nemesis is an ageless sorcerer 
who can change his identity at will), it is impor tant to contemplate the deeper reasons why both young Roland 
and adult Roland might have chosen to cast Broadcloak as the evil Covenanter. What personal grudge does the 
young Roland have against Broadcloak? What grudge does the older Roland have against O’Dim? Do you think 
that the tide of opinion against the gunslingers and in favor of John Farson, affected young Roland’s decision to 
cast Broadcloak as the villain of the tale? 

11. What is a skin-man? Does this figure remind you of any other monsters in Stephen King’s fiction? (HINT: 
Think about the novel Desperation.) 

12. The Wind through the Keyhole is a fairy tale. How would you define a fairy tale? Why does this story have a 
special place in Roland’s heart? Although as a fairy tale it takes place in the land of “Once upon a bye”, it has 
particular relevance to Roland and his ka-tet. Why? Do you think that such fairy tales – in Mid-World and in 
our world – serve a greater purpose? Do you think the figure of Tim Ross – the lowborn lad who eventually 
becomes a gunslinger – is especially important in the context of our three intertwined tales? If so, why? 

13. The wind is an extremely important force in Wind through the Keyhole. How does the wind bind the three 
tales together? What is its symbolic sig nificance? 

14. How do the emotions and actions found in Tim Ross’s story – jealousy, mur der, grief, regret, questing, and 
redemption – relate to Roland’s story? What about how they relate to Young Bill Streeter’s story? 

15. Who is Maerlyn? How does his depiction in this novel change how we view him? 



16. At the end of ‘The Skin-Man’, Roland tells us that he kept his mother’s final letter for many years, tracing 
the words over and over. He says:

I traced them until the paper fell apart and I let the wind take it—the wind that blows through time’s keyhole, ye 
ken. In the end, the wind takes everything, doesn’t it? And why not? Why other? If the sweetness of our lives did 
not depart, there would be no sweetness at all. 

What do you think Roland means? Do you think these words would be spo ken by a younger character, and 
written by a younger author, or do you think that this perspective comes from maturity? Do you agree with what 
Roland says? 

17. Why is it so significant that The Wind through the Keyhole ends with Roland’s dead mother telling her son 
that she forgives him and asking for his forgiveness in return? Does this affect how you see Gabrielle? Does it 
affect how you see Roland?

 

READ EXTRACT:

STARKBLAST
ONE

During the days after they left the Green Palace that wasn’t Oz after all—but which was now the tomb of the 
unpleasant fellow Roland’s ka-tet had known as the Tick-Tock Man—the boy Jake began to range farther and 
farther ahead of Roland, Eddie, and Susannah.

“Don’t you worry about him?” Susannah asked Roland. “Out there on his own?”
“He’s got Oy with him,” Eddie said, referring to the billy-bumbler who had adopted Jake as his special 

friend. “Mr. Oy gets along with nice folks all right, but he’s got a mouthful of sharp teeth for those who aren’t so 
nice. As that guy Gasher found out to his sorrow.”

“Jake also has his father’s gun,” Roland said. “And he knows how to use it. That he knows very well. And 
he won’t leave the Path of the Beam.” He pointed overhead with his reduced hand. The low-hanging sky was 
mostly still, but a single corridor of clouds moved steadily southeast. Toward the land of Thunderclap, if the 
note left behind for themby the man who styled himself RF had told the truth. 

Toward the Dark Tower.
“But why—” Susannah began, and then her wheelchair hit a bump. She turned to Eddie. “Watch where 

you’re pushin me, sugar.” 
“Sorry,” Eddie said. “Public Works hasn’t been doing any maintenance along this stretch of the turnpike 

lately. Must be dealing with budget cuts.”
It wasn’t a turnpike, but it was a road . . . or had been: two ghostly ruts with an occasional tumbledown 

shack to mark the way. Earlier that morning they had even passed an abandoned store with a barely readable 
sign: TOOK’S OUTLAND MERCANTILE. They investigated inside for supplies— Jake and Oy had still been with 
them then—and had found nothing but dust, ancient cobwebs, and the skeleton of what had been either a large 
raccoon, a small dog, or a billy-bumbler. Oy had taken a cursory sniff and then pissed on the bones before 
leaving the store to sit on the hump in the middle of the old road with his squiggle of a tail curled around him. 
He faced back the way they had come, sniffing the air.

Roland had seen the bumbler do this several times lately, and although he had said nothing, he pondered 
it. Someone trailing them, maybe? He didn’t actually believe this, but the bumbler’s posture—nose lifted, ears 
pricked, tail curled—called up some old memory or association that he couldn’t quite catch.

“Why does Jake want to be on his own?” Susannah asked.
“Do you find it worrisome, Susannah of New York?” Roland asked.
“Yes, Roland of Gilead, I find it worrisome.” She smiled amiably enough, but in her eyes, the old mean light 

sparkled. That was the Detta Walker part of her, Roland reckoned. It would never be completely gone, and 
he wasn’t sorry. Without the strange woman she had once been still buried in her heart like a chip of ice, she 
would have been only a handsome black woman with no legs below the knees. With Detta on board, she was a 
person to be reckoned with. A dangerous one. A gunslinger.



“He has plenty of stuff to think about,” Eddie said quietly. “He’s been through a lot. Not every kid comes 
back from the dead. And it’s like Roland says—if someone tries to face him down, it’s the someone who’s apt to 
be sorry.”

Eddie stopped pushing the wheelchair, armed sweat from his brow, and looked at Roland. “Are there 
someones in this particular suburb of nowhere, Roland? Or have they all moved on?”

“Oh, there are a few, I wot.”
He did more than wot; they had been peeked at several times as they continued their course along the Path 

of the Beam. Once by a frightened woman with her arms around two children and a babe hanging in a sling 
fromher neck. Once by an old farmer, a half-mutie with a jerking tentacle that hung from one corner of his 
mouth. Eddie and Susannah had seen none of these people, or sensed the others that Roland felt sure had, 
from the safety of the woods and high grasses, marked their progress. Eddie and Susannah had a lot to learn.

But they had learned at least some of what they would need, it seemed, because Eddie now asked: “Are 
they the ones Oy keeps scenting up behind us?”

“I don’t know.” Roland thought of adding that he was sure something else was on Oy’s strange little 
bumbler mind, and decided not to. The gunslinger had spent long years with no ka-tet, and keeping his own 
counsel had become a habit. One he would have to break, if the tet was to remain strong. But not now, not this 
morning.

“Let’s move on,” he said. “I’m sure we’ll find Jake waiting for us up ahead.”

TWO 

Two hours later, just shy of noon, they breasted a rise and halted, looking down at a wide, slow-moving 
river, gray as pewter beneath the overcast sky. On the northwestern bank—their side—was a barnlike building 
painted a green so bright it seemed to yell into the muted day. Its mouth jutted out over the water on pilings 
painted a similar green. Docked to two of these pilings by thick hawsers was a large raft, easily ninety feet by 
ninety. It was painted in alternating stripes of red and yellow. A tall wooden pole that looked like a mast jutted 
from the center, but there was no sign of a sail. Several wicker chairs sat in front of it, facing the shore on their 
side of the river. Jake was seated in one of these. Next to himwas an oldman in a vast straw hat, baggy green 
pants, and longboots. On his top half he wore a thin white garment— the kind of shirt Roland thought of as a 
slinkum. Jake and the old man appeared to be eating well-stuffed popkins. Roland’s mouth sprang water at the 
sight of them.

Oy was beyond them, at the edge of the circus-painted raft, looking raptly down at his own reflection. Or 
perhaps at the reflection of the steel cable that ran overhead, spanning the river.

“Is it the Whye?” Susannah asked Roland.
“Yar.” 
Eddie grinned. “You say Whye; I say Whye Not?” He raised one hand and waved it over his head. “Jake! Hey, 

Jake! Oy!”
Jake waved back, and although the river and the raft moored at its edge were still half a mile away, their 

eyes were uniformly sharp, and they saw the white of the boy’s teeth as he grinned.
Susannah cupped her hands around her mouth. “Oy! Oy! To me, sugar! Come see your mama!”
Uttering shrill yips that were the closest he could get to barks, Oy flew across the raft, disappeared into the 

barnlike structure, then emerged on their side. He came charging up the path with his ears lowered against his 
skull and his gold-ringed eyes bright.

“Slow down, sug, you’ll give yourself a heart attack!” Susannah shouted, laughing.
Oy seemed to take this as an order to speed up. He arrived at Susannah’s wheelchair in less than two 

minutes, jumped up into her lap, then jumped down again and looked at them cheerfully. “Olan! Ed! Suze!”
“Hile, Sir Throcken,” Roland said, using the ancient word for bumbler he’d first heard in a book read to him 

by his mother: The Throcken and the Dragon. 
Oy lifted his leg, watered a patch of grass, then faced back the way they had come, scenting at the air, eyes 

on the horizon.
“Why does he keep doing that, Roland?” Eddie asked.
“I don’t know.” But he almost knew. Was it some old story, not The Throcken and the Dragon but one like 

it? Roland thought so. For a moment he thought of green eyes, watchful in the dark, and a little shiver went 
through him—not of fear, exactly (although that might have been a part of it), but of remembrance. Then it was 
gone.



IF YOU LIKE THIS, YOU’LL LOVE:

The Dark Tower I: The Gunslinger 
The Dark Tower II: The Drawing of the Three 
The Dark Tower III: The Waste Lands 
The Dark Tower IV: Wizard and Glass 
The Dark Tower V: Wolves of the Calla 
The Dark Tower VI: Song of Susannah 
The Dark Tower VII: The Dark Tower 
‘The Little Sisters of Eluria’ in Everything’s Eventual

There’ll be water if God wills it, he thought, and only realized he had spoken aloud when Eddie said, “Huh?”
“Never mind,” Roland said. “Let’s have a little palaver with Jake’s new friend, shall we? Perhaps he has an 

extra popkin or two.”
Eddie, tired of the chewy staple they called gunslinger burritos, brightened immediately. “Hell, yeah,” he 

said, and looked at an imaginary watch on his tanned wrist. “Goodness me, I see it’s just Gobble O’Clock.”
“Shut up and push, honeybee,” Susannah said.
Eddie shut up and pushed.
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